The Dual Access Lid from PDI makes disinfection easier and more efficient.

At PDI Healthcare, we are always listening and looking for opportunities to help you achieve your infection prevention goals. The Dual Access Lid is a breakthrough in canister packaging design, based on the vital need for quicker and easier access to disinfecting wipes in today’s fast-paced healthcare environments.

- **Easy and Quick Set Up**: Wide opening for rapid initial thread and reload in case of fall back
- **Intuitive Design**: Easy dispensing of both single and multiple wipes
- **Better Moisture Protection**: Flip cap features Snap & Close Technology and definitive open/close positions to help reduce dry out
- **Precise Selection**: Choose the right number of wipes needed for the job
The Dual Access Lid from PDI.

Substantial thumb notch for easy opening and secure cap closure

Flip cap snaps securely into place with a slight tap to help reduce dry out

Bi-stable hinge facilitates clear open and closed positions, ensuring the flip cap does not interfere with dispensing

Large, multiple-wipe access point supports rapid initial thread and reload in case of fall back

Intuitive, dual-access design enables quick dispensing of a single wipe or multiple wipes

Debossed labeling ensures key use indicator always remains on product

The Dual Access Lid
Innovation integrated into every PDI canister

Visit pdihc.com/DualAccessLid to learn more
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